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of the new ships was opened on the 26th July. On the 3rd August
it was announced that contracts for twenty-one ships had been allotted
to private firms, and for sixteen ships to Government yards. In his
annual report, which was published on the 2nd December, 1933,
Mr. Secretary Swanson recommended that the annual building pro-
gramme during the next three years should provide for the con-
struction of 101 ships, in addition to those already approved, in
order to bring the fleet up to its full strength by the 31st December,
1936.
In launching this formidable naval construction programme, the
United States Government might plausibly argue that the other
parties to the Naval Treaty of 1930 had no ground for complaint,
seeing that the United States was merely proposing to build up to
the limits which the Treaty allowed her, and that hitherto she had
been slower in advancing towards her treaty limits than either the
United Kingdom or Japan,1 In both these countries, nevertheless,
reactions were evoked by the United States Government's policy.
In Japan, on the 25th August, on the occasion of a naval review
by the Emperor in Yedo Bay, at the conclusion of the triennial grand
manoeuvres, Mr. Secretary Swanson's war-cry of ' a Navy second to
none' was answered, in a Japanese newspaper, in the statement that
our policy is to maintain a Navy strong enough to make it impossible
for another Navy to gain supremacy in the Western Pacific except at
a cost in losses that would destroy its position as a naval Power.2
During the week-end of the 2nd-3rd September, 1933, the Govern-
ment spokesman at Tokyo announced that the new American naval
programme had * stimulated Japan to accelerate her own naval con-
struction' ; and on the 4th December the Japanese Government made
known their decision to embark on a supplementary naval construc-
tion programme for bringing the Japanese Navy up to full treaty
strength by the addition of twenty-two new ships, at a cost which was
unofficially estimated in the Japanese Press at 431,688,000 yen, to be
spread over a period ending with the financial year 1937-8. It was
stated in the Japanese Press on the same day that the Japanese
annual naval manoeuvres of August-September 1934 were to be held
1 On tlie 20th September, 1933, it was stated officially at Washington that,
since the Washington Conference of 1921-2, the United States had laid down
37 ships, aggregating 192,890 tons in all, of which 31, aggregating 190,420 tons
were of treaty types; the United Kingdom 139 ships, aggregating 450,726 tons
in all, of which 102, aggregating 367,643 tons, were of treaty types; and Japan
154 ships, aggregating 381,944 tons in all, of which 116, aggregating 288,830
tons, were of treaty types. (The New York Times, 21st September, 1933.)
3 The JSTiehi NicH of Tokyo, 25th August, 1933.

